
 



 
 

D.A.V. PUBLIC SCHOOL 
SUMMAR BREAK, HOLIDAYS HOME WORK 

CLASS- IV 
MATHS 

 
1) Surf internet to find out the heights of the following mountain peaks. Write the numbers representing their 
heights in the given three ways .Arrange the heights in ascending and descending order. 

PEAK STANDARD FORM NUMBER NAME EXPANDED FORM 

MOUNT EVEREST 8848 m Eight thousand eight hundred forty eight 8000+800+40+8 

MOUNT K2   
 

 

KANCHANJUNGA   
 

 

DHAULAGIRI   
 

 

NANGA PARBAT   
 

 

NANDA DEVI 
 

   

 
Ascending order…………………………………………………………………………. 
 
Descending order………………………………………………………………………… 
 
2)Fill the table by finding out the age ,height and weight of any five friends: 

NAME OF THE 
FRIEND 

AGE HEIGHT WEIGHT 

    

    

    

    

    

 
3).Make at least 4 designs using a compass. Color and decorate them.(do in Maths activity file) 
 
4)Make a calendar of the year 2012 
.Color all Sundays red. 
Use stickers or pictures for public holidays.ex.Republic Day-Tricolor, Christmas-Christmas tree 
 
5).Find the product of: 
a)1432*236                                        b)5690*149                            c)10238*241 
d)4076*613                                       e)1732*365                             f)3548*456 
g) 2874*452                                      h)2346*189                             i)3786*265 
j)3265*196                                        k)3075*504                             l)3420*540 
m)786*354                                        n)4610*209                             0)3875*369 
 
6)Divide and find the quotient and remainder: 
a)543by3                                        b)750by9                                    c)987by4 
d)698by2                                        e)987by 4                                   d)899by8 



f)854by6                                        g)489by7                                      h)879by5 
i)270by9                                        j)889by9                                      k)649by6 
 

GENERAL KNOWLEDGE 
1)Develop the habit of reading Newspaper daily .Cut atleast15 important news that took place during summer 
vacations. 

COMPUTER 
Q1 Make a chart  on applications of computers. 
 a.) Education   (roll .no. 1-5) 
 b.) Science/Medical Science (Roll No. 6-10) 
 c.) Commerce/Trade/Service (Roll  No. 11-15) 
 d.) Home    (Roll No 16 -20) 
 e.) Entertainment   (Roll no 20 onward) 
 (Write at least 5 uses for each  on good quality pastel sheet) 

 

SCIENCE 

1) Make a nature album on leaves and flowers. 

2) Make a booklet on Road Safety. 

3) Make an album on different clothes, used in different places and in 

    different seasons. 

4) Make a list of trees growing in an around your school. 

5) Make a list of at least 5 food items that we get from plants and that we get from animals. 

SOCIAL SCIENCE 

1. Browse through the internet or borrow books from the library and read about famous personalities. Make a   
colourful chart on any personality along with few lines. 

Q2.) Draw a map of India with languages spoken in different states. 

Q3.) Make a poster on ‘save animals and plants’ with an attractive slogan. 

Q4.) Make a chart on following topics according to your Roll Numbers. 

Roll 
No. Work 

1 to 7 Communication in present scenario   

8 to 14 Rural and Urban transportation 

15 to 
21 Religious symbols 

22 to 
28 International symbols 

Q5)  Make your phone directory with the phone numbers of the following places which are in your vicinity.                                                                                                                                                               

 a)   Hospital (minimum 3)                                                                                                                                                                     

i)     Reception                                                         (ii)    Doctor                                                

b)   Chemist                                                                     g)   School                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

c)   Post office                                                                 h)  Bank                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

d)  Fire Station                                                                i)  Police Station                                                                                    

e)   Ambulance                                                                j)  Neighbours any 5                                                                                                                                                                                                    

f)   Your relatives (any 10)                                               

 



 

ENGLISH 

FA – 2 Activities (5Marks) 

1. What makes you happy?(Instructions given in the class) 
2. Prepare a menu for your tiffin   for a week. Write the ingredients and method to make any two dishes with 

pictures.(decorative Folder A-4 size sheets) 
3. Read the assignment and do all the questions submit the FA – 2 activity and assignment in a (decorative 

Folder A-4 size sheets) 

 
 



 
 

 

 

 



 
 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

  ART 

Pot decoration 

a) Take pot paint it completely as a base colour and let it dry. 

b) Take a small portion of clay mould it in different shapes, like flowers, leaves or any design. 

c) Paste it on the painted pot with the help of Fevicol. Now paint the designs with the different colours.  

 

 

Hindi 

 

 

 


